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All Verb 8s- S 

SABERING ABEGINRS SABER, to strike with saber (type of sword) [v] 

SABOTAGE AABEGOST to destroy maliciously [v -D, -GING, -S] 

SADDENED ADDDEENS SADDEN, to make sad [v] 

SADDLING ADDGILNS SADDLE, to put saddle (leather seat for rider) on [v] 

SAFARIED AADEFIRS SAFARI, to go on hunting expedition [v] 

SAFETIED ADEEFIST SAFETY, to protect against failure, breakage, or accident [v] 

SAFETIES AEEFISST SAFETY, to protect against failure, breakage, or accident [v] 

SAGGARED AADEGGRS SAGGAR, to bake in saggar (protective clay casing) [v] 

SAGGERED ADEEGGRS SAGGER, to saggar (to bake in saggar (protective clay casing)) [v] 

SAINTING AGIINNST SAINT, to declare to be saint (person of exceptional holiness) [v] 

SALAAMED AAADELMS SALAAM, to greet with low bow [v] 

SALARIED AADEILRS SALARY, to pay periodic, fixed compensation to [v] 

SALARIES AAEILRSS SALARY, to pay periodic, fixed compensation to [v] 

SALIFIED ADEFIILS SALIFY, to combine with salt [v] 

SALIFIES AEFIILSS SALIFY, to combine with salt [v] 

SALINIZE AEIILNSZ to treat with salt [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

SALIVATE AAEILSTV to secrete saliva [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SALLOWED ADELLOSW SALLOW, to make sallow [v] 

SALLYING AGILLNSY SALLY, to rush out suddenly [v] 

SALUTING AGILNSTU SALUTE, to greet with sign of welcome or respect [v] 

SALVAGED AADEGLSV SALVAGE, to save from loss or destruction [v] 

SALVAGES AAEGLSSV SALVAGE, to save from loss or destruction [v] 

SALVOING AGILNOSV SALVO, to discharge firearms simultaneously [v] 

SAMBAING AABGIMNS SAMBA, to perform Brazilian dance [v] 

SAMPLING AGILMNPS SAMPLE, to test representative portion of whole [v] 

SANCTIFY ACFINSTY to make holy [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

SANCTION ACINNOST to authorize (to give permission for) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SANDALED AADDELNS SANDAL, to provide with sandals (light, open shoes) [v] 

SANDBAGS AABDGNSS SANDBAG, to surround with bags of sand (loose granular rock material) [v] 

SANDWICH ACDHINSW to place between two layers or objects [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SANITATE AAEINSTT to sanitize (to guard against infection or disease by cleaning or sterilizing) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SANITISE AEIINSST to sanitize (to guard against infection or disease by cleaning or sterilizing) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SANITIZE AEIINSTZ to guard against infection or disease by cleaning or sterilizing [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

SAPONIFY AFINOPSY to convert into soap [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

SARDINED ADDEINRS SARDINE, to pack tightly [v] 

SARDINES ADEINRSS SARDINE, to pack tightly [v] 

SASHAYED AADEHSSY SASHAY, to flounce (to move with exaggerated motions) [v] 

SATIATED AADEISTT SATIATE, to satisfy to or beyond capacity [v] 

SATIATES AAEISSTT SATIATE, to satisfy to or beyond capacity [v] 

SATINING AGIINNST SATIN, to give glossy surface to [v] 

SATIRISE AEIIRSST to satirize (to subject to satire (use of derisive wit to attack folly or wickedness)) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SATIRIZE AEIIRSTZ to subject to satire (use of derisive wit to attack folly or wickedness) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

SATURATE AAERSTTU to fill completely with something that permeates [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SAUNAING AAGINNSU SAUNA, to take dry heat bath [v] 

SAUNTERS AENRSSTU SAUNTER, to walk in leisurely manner [v] 
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SAUTEING AEGINSTU SAUTE, to fry in small amount of fat [v] 

SAVAGING AAGGINSV SAVAGE, to attack or treat brutally [v] 

SAVORING AGINORSV SAVOR, to taste or smell with pleasure [v] 

SAVOURED ADEORSUV SAVOUR, to savor (to taste or smell with pleasure) [v] 

SAVVYING AGINSVVY SAVVY, to understand (to grasp mentally) [v] 

SCABBARD AABBCDRS to put into sheath, as sword [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SCABBING ABBCGINS SCAB, to become covered with scab (crust that forms over healing wound) [v] 

SCABBLED ABBCDELS SCABBLE, to shape roughly [v] 

SCABBLES ABBCELSS SCABBLE, to shape roughly [v] 

SCAFFOLD ACDFFLOS to provide with scaffold (temporary platform for workmen) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SCALDING ACDGILNS SCALD, to burn with hot liquid or steam [v] 

SCALLOPS ACLLOPSS SCALLOP, to bake in sauce topped with bread crumbs [v] 

SCALPING ACGILNPS SCALP, to remove upper part from [v] 

SCAMMING ACGIMMNS SCAM, to cheat or swindle [v] 

SCAMPERS ACEMPRSS SCAMPER, to run playfully about [v] 

SCAMPING ACGIMNPS SCAMP, to perform in hasty or careless manner [v] 

SCANDALS AACDLNSS SCANDAL, to defame (to attack good name of) [v] 

SCANNING ACGINNNS SCAN, to examine closely [v] 

SCANTING ACGINNST SCANT, to provide with meager portion [v] 

SCARFING ACFGINRS SCARF, to cover with scarf [v] 

SCARPERS ACEPRRSS SCARPER, to flee (to run away) [v] 

SCARPHED ACDEHPRS SCARPH, to unite by means of type of joint [v] 

SCARPING ACGINPRS SCARP, to cut or make into steep slope [v] 

SCARRING ACGINRRS SCAR, to form scar (mark left by healing of injured tissue) [v] 

SCARTING ACGINRST SCART, to scratch (to make thin, shallow cut or mark on) [v] 

SCATHING ACGHINST SCATHE, to criticize severely [v] 

SCATTERS ACERSSTT SCATTER, to go or send in various directions [v] 

SCATTING ACGINSTT SCAT, to leave hastily [v] 

SCAVENGE ACEEGNSV to search through rubbish for usable items [v -D, -GING, -S] 

SCENDING CDEGINNS SCEND, to rise upward, as ship on wave [v] 

SCENTING CEGINNST SCENT, to fill with odor [v] 

SCEPTERS CEEPRSST SCEPTER, to invest with royal authority [v] 

SCEPTRED CDEEPRST SCEPTRE, to scepter (to invest with royal authority) [v] 

SCEPTRES CEEPRSST SCEPTRE, to scepter (to invest with royal authority) [v] 

SCHEDULE CDEEHLSU to assign to certain date or time [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SCHEMING CEGHIMNS SCHEME, to plan or plot [v] 

SCHLEPPS CEHLPPSS SCHLEPP, to schlep (to lug or drag) [v] 

SCHLUMPS CHLMPSSU SCHLUMP, to go about lazily or sloppily dressed [v] 

SCHMEARS ACEHMRSS SCHMEAR, to schmeer (to bribe (to practice bribery)) [v] 

SCHMEERS CEEHMRSS SCHMEER, to bribe (to practice bribery) [v] 

SCHMOOSE CEHMOOSS to schmooze (to gossip (to talk idly about affairs of others)) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SCHMOOZE CEHMOOSZ to gossip (to talk idly about affairs of others) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

SCHMUCKS CCHKMSSU SCHMUCK, to hit or flatten [v] 

SCHOOLED CDEHLOOS SCHOOL, to educate in institution of learning [v] 

SCHUSSED CDEHSSSU SCHUSS, to make fast, straight run in skiing [v] 

SCHUSSES CEHSSSSU SCHUSS, to make fast, straight run in skiing [v] 
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SCISSORS CIORSSSS SCISSOR, to cut with two-bladed cutting implement [v] 

SCLAFFED ACDEFFLS SCLAFF, to strike ground with club before hitting ball in golf [v] 

SCLEROSE CEELORSS to become hard, as tissue [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SCOFFING CFFGINOS SCOFF, to express rude doubt or derision [v] 

SCOLDING CDGILNOS SCOLD, to rebuke harshly [v] 

SCOLLOPS CLLOOPSS SCOLLOP, to scallop (to bake in sauce topped with bread crumbs) [v] 

SCONCING CCGINNOS SCONCE, to fine (to subject to fine (monetary penalty)) [v] 

SCOOCHED CCDEHOOS SCOOCH, to slide with short movements [v] 

SCOOCHES CCEHOOSS SCOOCH, to slide with short movements [v] 

SCOOPING CGINOOPS SCOOP, to take up with scoop (spoon-shaped utensil) [v] 

SCOOTERS CEOORSST SCOOTER, to ride two-wheeled vehicle [v] 

SCOOTING CGINOOST SCOOT, to go quickly [v] 

SCORCHED CCDEHORS SCORCH, to burn slightly so as to alter color or taste [v] 

SCORCHES CCEHORSS SCORCH, to burn slightly so as to alter color or taste [v] 

SCORNING CGINNORS SCORN, to treat or regard with contempt [v] 

SCOTCHED CCDEHOST SCOTCH, to put definite end to [v] 

SCOTCHES CCEHOSST SCOTCH, to put definite end to [v] 

SCOURGED CDEGORSU SCOURGE, to punish severely [v] 

SCOURGES CEGORSSU SCOURGE, to punish severely [v] 

SCOURING CGINORSU SCOUR, to cleanse or polish by hard rubbing [v] 

SCOUTHER CEHORSTU to scorch (to burn slightly so as to alter color or taste) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SCOUTING CGINOSTU SCOUT, to observe for purpose of obtaining information [v] 

SCOWDERS CDEORSSW SCOWDER, to scouther (to scorch (to burn slightly so as to alter color or taste)) [v] 

SCOWLING CGILNOSW SCOWL, to frown angrily [v] 

SCRABBLE ABBCELRS to claw or grope about frantically [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SCRAGGED ACDEGGRS SCRAG, to wring neck of [v] 

SCRAICHS ACCHIRSS SCRAICH, to utter shrill cry [v] 

SCRAIGHS ACGHIRSS SCRAIGH, to scraich (to utter shrill cry) [v] 

SCRAMBLE ABCELMRS to move or climb hurriedly [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SCRAMMED ACDEMMRS SCRAM, to leave quickly [v] 

SCRAPING ACGINPRS SCRAPE, to rub so as to remove outer layer [v] 

SCRAPPED ACDEPPRS SCRAP, to discard (to throw away) [v] 

SCRAVELS ACELRSSV SCRAVEL, to move quickly, scramble [v] 

SCRAWBED ABCDERSW SCRAWB, to scrob (to scrape with or as with claws) [v] 

SCRAWLED ACDELRSW SCRAWL, to write hastily or illegibly [v] 

SCREAKED ACDEEKRS SCREAK, to screech (to utter harsh, shrill cry) [v] 

SCREAMED ACDEEMRS SCREAM, to utter prolonged, piercing cry [v] 

SCREEDED CDDEEERS SCREED, to shred (to tear into small strips) [v] 

SCREENED CDEEENRS SCREEN, to provide with screen (device designed to divide, conceal, or protect) [v] 

SCREWING CEGINRSW SCREW, to attach with screw (type of metal fastener) [v] 

SCRIBBLE BBCEILRS to write hastily or carelessly [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SCRIBING BCGIINRS SCRIBE, to mark with scriber [v] 

SCRIEVED CDEEIRSV SCRIEVE, to move along swiftly and smoothly [v] 

SCRIEVES CEEIRSSV SCRIEVE, to move along swiftly and smoothly [v] 

SCRIMPED CDEIMPRS SCRIMP, to be very or overly thrifty [v] 

SCRIPTED CDEIPRST SCRIPT, to prepare written text for, as play or motion picture [v] 
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SCRIVING CGIINRSV SCRIVE, to engrave (to form by incision) [v] 

SCROBBED BBCDEORS SCROB, to scrape with or as with claws [v] 

SCROLLED CDELLORS SCROLL, to move text across display screen [v] 

SCROOPED CDEOOPRS SCROOP, to make harsh, grating sound [v] 

SCROOTCH CCHOORST to scrooch (to crouch (to stoop (to bend body forward and down))) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SCROUGED CDEGORSU SCROUGE, to crowd (to press into insufficient space) [v] 

SCROUGES CEGORSSU SCROUGE, to crowd (to press into insufficient space) [v] 

SCROUNGE CEGNORSU to gather by foraging [v -D, -GING, -S] 

SCRUBBED BBCDERSU SCRUB, to rub hard in order to clean [v] 

SCRUFFED CDEFFRSU SCRUFF, to make scruffy [v] 

SCRUMMED CDEMMRSU SCRUM, to engage in scrummage (formation around ball in rugby) [v] 

SCRUMPLE CELMPRSU to crumple, wrinkle [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SCRUPLED CDELPRSU SCRUPLE, to hesitate because of ethical considerations [v] 

SCRUPLES CELPRSSU SCRUPLE, to hesitate because of ethical considerations [v] 

SCUBAING ABCGINSU SCUBA, to swim underwater using breathing device with compressed air [v] 

SCUDDING CDDGINSU SCUD, to run or move swiftly [v] 

SCUFFING CFFGINSU SCUFF, to walk without lifting feet [v] 

SCUFFLED CDEFFLSU SCUFFLE, to struggle in rough, confused manner [v] 

SCUFFLES CEFFLSSU SCUFFLE, to struggle in rough, confused manner [v] 

SCULKING CGIKLNSU SCULK, to skulk (to move about stealthily) [v] 

SCULLING CGILLNSU SCULL, to propel with type of oar [v] 

SCULPING CGILNPSU SCULP, to sculpt (to form image or representation of from solid material) [v] 

SCULPTED CDELPSTU SCULPT, to form image or representation of from solid material [v] 

SCUMBLED BCDELMSU SCUMBLE, to soften outlines or colors of by rubbing lightly [v] 

SCUMBLES BCELMSSU SCUMBLE, to soften outlines or colors of by rubbing lightly [v] 

SCUMMING CGIMMNSU SCUM, to remove scum (impure or extraneous matter) from [v] 

SCUNNERS CENNRSSU SCUNNER, to feel loathing or disgust [v] 

SCUPPERS CEPPRSSU SCUPPER, to ambush (to attack from concealed place) [v] 

SCURRIED CDEIRRSU SCURRY, to move hurriedly [v] 

SCURRIES CEIRRSSU SCURRY, to move hurriedly [v] 

SCUTCHED CCDEHSTU SCUTCH, to separate woody fiber from by beating [v] 

SCUTCHES CCEHSSTU SCUTCH, to separate woody fiber from by beating [v] 

SCUTTERS CERSSTTU SCUTTER, to scurry (to move hurriedly) [v] 

SCUTTLED CDELSTTU SCUTTLE, to scurry (to move hurriedly) [v] 

SCUTTLES CELSSTTU SCUTTLE, to scurry (to move hurriedly) [v] 

SCYTHING CGHINSTY SCYTHE, to cut with scythe (single-bladed cutting implement) [v] 

SEALIFTS AEFILSST SEALIFT, to transport (military personnel and equipment) by ship [v] 

SEARCHED ACDEEHRS SEARCH, to look through or over carefully in order to find something [v] 

SEARCHES ACEEHRSS SEARCH, to look through or over carefully in order to find something [v] 

SEASONED ADEENOSS SEASON, to heighten or improve flavor of by adding savory ingredients [v] 

SECEDING CDEEGINS SECEDE, to withdraw formally from alliance or association [v] 

SECERNED CDEEENRS SECERN, to discern as separate [v] 

SECLUDED CDDEELSU SECLUDE, to remove or set apart from others [v] 

SECLUDES CDEELSSU SECLUDE, to remove or set apart from others [v] 

SECONDED CDDEENOS SECOND, to give support or encouragement to [v] 

SECRETED CDEEERST SECRETE, to generate and separate out from cells or bodily fluids [v] 
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SECRETES CEEERSST SECRETE, to generate and separate out from cells or bodily fluids [v] 

SECTIONS CEINOSST SECTION, to divide into sections (distinct parts) [v] 

SECTORED CDEEORST SECTOR, to divide into sectors (sections) [v] 

SECURING CEGINRSU SECURE, to make firm or tight [v] 

SEDATING ADEGINST SEDATE, to administer sedative to [v] 

SEDIMENT DEEIMNST to settle to bottom of liquid [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SEDUCING CDEGINSU SEDUCE, to lead astray [v] 

SEESAWED ADEEESSW SEESAW, to move up and down or back and forth [v] 

SEETHING EEGHINST SEETHE, to surge or foam as if boiling [v] 

SEGMENTS EEGMNSST SEGMENT, to divide into sections [v] 

SEGUEING EEGGINSU SEGUE, to proceed without pause from one musical theme to another [v] 

SELECTED CDEEELST SELECT, to choose (to take by preference) [v] 

SENESCED CDEEENSS SENESCE, to grow old [v] 

SENESCES CEEENSSS SENESCE, to grow old [v] 

SENSATED ADEENSST SENSATE, to sense (to perceive by senses (any of certain agencies through which individual receives impressions of external world)) [v] 

SENSATES AEENSSST SENSATE, to sense (to perceive by senses (any of certain agencies through which individual receives impressions of external world)) [v] 

SENTENCE CEEENNST to declare judicially extent of punishment to be imposed [v -D, -CING, -S] 

SENTINEL EEILNNST to stand guard [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

SEPARATE AAEEPRST to set or keep apart [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SEPTUPLE EELPPSTU to make seven times as great [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SEQUENCE CEEENQSU to arrange in consecutive order [v -D, -CING, -S] 

SEQUINED DEEINQSU SEQUIN, to affix sequins (shiny ornamental discs) to [v] 

SERENADE ADEEENRS to perform honorific evening song for [v -D, -DING, -S] 

SERIATED ADEEIRST SERIATE, to put into series [v] 

SERIATES AEEIRSST SERIATE, to put into series [v] 

SEROTYPE EEOPRSTY to classify (microorganisms) according to characteristic set of antigens [v -D, -PING, -S] 

SERRATED ADEERRST SERRATE, to furnish with toothlike projections [v] 

SERRATES AEERRSST SERRATE, to furnish with toothlike projections [v] 

SERRYING EGINRRSY SERRY, to crowd together [v] 

SERVICED CDEEIRSV SERVICE, to repair (to restore to good condition) [v] 

SERVICES CEEIRSSV SERVICE, to repair (to restore to good condition) [v] 

SETTLING EGILNSTT SETTLE, to place in desired state or order [v] 

SEVERING EEGINRSV SEVER, to divide or cut into parts [v] 

SEWERING EEGINRSW SEWER, to clean or maintain sewers (underground conduits for waste) [v] 

SEXTUPLE EELPSTUX to make six times as great [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SHACKING ACGHIKNS SHACK, to live or dwell [v] 

SHACKLED ACDEHKLS SHACKLE, to confine with metal fastenings placed around wrists or ankles [v] 

SHACKLES ACEHKLSS SHACKLE, to confine with metal fastenings placed around wrists or ankles [v] 

SHADOWED ADDEHOSW SHADOW, to make dark or gloomy [v] 

SHAFTING AFGHINST SHAFT, to push or propel with pole [v] 

SHAGGING AGGGHINS SHAG, to make shaggy [v] 

SHALLOWS AHLLOSSW SHALLOW, to make shallow [v] 

SHAMBLED ABDEHLMS SHAMBLE, to walk awkwardly [v] 

SHAMBLES ABEHLMSS SHAMBLE, to walk awkwardly [v] 

SHAMMIED ADEHIMMS SHAMMY, to chamois (to prepare leather like chamois) [v] 

SHAMMIES AEHIMMSS SHAMMY, to chamois (to prepare leather like chamois) [v] 
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SHAMMING AGHIMMNS SHAM, to feign (to pretend (to assume or display false appearance of)) [v] 

SHAMOYED ADEHMOSY SHAMOY, to chamois (to prepare leather like chamois) [v] 

SHAMPOOS AHMOOPSS SHAMPOO, to cleanse with special preparation [v] 

SHANGHAI AAGHHINS to kidnap for service aboard ship [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SHANKING AGHIKNNS SHANK, to hit sharply to right, as golf ball [v] 

SHARKING AGHIKNRS SHARK, to live by trickery [v] 

SHARPENS AEHNPRSS SHARPEN, to make sharp [v] 

SHARPING AGHINPRS SHARP, to raise in pitch, as musical tone [v] 

SHATTERS AEHRSSTT SHATTER, to break into pieces [v] 

SHAULING AGHILNSU SHAUL, to shoal (to become shallow) [v] 

SHAWLING AGHILNSW SHAWL, to wrap in shawl (piece of cloth worn as covering) [v] 

SHEAFING AEFGHINS SHEAF, to sheave (to gather into bundle) [v] 

SHEARING AEGHINRS SHEAR, to cut hair or wool from [v] 

SHEATHED ADEEHHST SHEATH, to sheathe (to put into protective case) [v] / SHEATHE [v] 

SHEATHES AEEHHSST SHEATHE, to put into protective case [v] 

SHEAVING AEGHINSV SHEAVE, to gather into bundle [v] 

SHEDDING DDEGHINS SHED, to house in shed (small, low structure) [v] 

SHEENING EEGHINNS SHEEN, to shine (to emit light) [v] 

SHEERING EEGHINRS SHEER, to swerve (to turn aside suddenly from straight course) [v] 

SHEETING EEGHINST SHEET, to cover with sheet (thin, rectangular piece of material) [v] 

SHELLACK ACEHKLLS to shellac (to cover with thin varnish) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SHELLACS ACEHLLSS SHELLAC, to cover with thin varnish [v] 

SHELLING EGHILLNS SHELL, to divest of shell (hard outer covering) [v] 

SHELTERS EEHLRSST SHELTER, to provide cover or protection for [v] 

SHELVING EGHILNSV SHELVE, to place on shelf [v] 

SHENDING DEGHINNS SHEND, to disgrace (to bring shame or discredit upon) [v] 

SHEPHERD DEEHHPRS to watch over carefully [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SHIELDED DDEEHILS SHIELD, to provide with protective cover or shelter [v] 

SHIFTING FGHIINST SHIFT, to move from one position to another [v] 

SHILLING GHIILLNS SHILL, to act as decoy [v] 

SHIMMERS EHIMMRSS SHIMMER, to glimmer (to shine faintly or unsteadily) [v] 

SHIMMIED DEHIIMMS SHIMMY, to vibrate or wobble [v] 

SHIMMIES EHIIMMSS SHIMMY, to vibrate or wobble [v] 

SHIMMING GHIIMMNS SHIM, to fill out or level by inserting thin wedge [v] 

SHINGLED DEGHILNS SHINGLE, to cover with shingles (thin, oblong pieces of building material) [v] 

SHINGLES EGHILNSS SHINGLE, to cover with shingles (thin, oblong pieces of building material) [v] 

SHINNEYS EHINNSSY SHINNEY, to play form of hockey [v] 

SHINNIED DEHIINNS SHINNY, to shin (to climb by gripping and pulling alternately with hands and legs) [v] 

SHINNIES EHIINNSS SHINNY, to shin (to climb by gripping and pulling alternately with hands and legs) [v] 

SHINNING GHIINNNS SHIN, to climb by gripping and pulling alternately with hands and legs [v] 

SHIPLAPS AHILPPSS SHIPLAP, to clad vertical surface using rabbeted wood [v] 

SHIPPING GHIINPPS SHIP, to transport by ship (vessel suitable for navigation in deep water) [v] 

SHIRKING GHIIKNRS SHIRK, to avoid work or duty [v] 

SHIRRING GHIINRRS SHIRR, to draw into three or more parallel rows, as cloth [v] 

SHITCANS ACHINSST SHITCAN, offensive word [v] 

SHITTING GHIINSTT SHIT, offensive word [v] 
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SHIVAREE AEEHIRSV to chivaree (to perform mock serenade) [v -D, -ING, -S] 

SHIVERED DEEHIRSV SHIVER, to tremble with fear or cold [v] 

SHLEPPED DEEHLPPS SHLEP, to schlep (to lug or drag) [v] / SHLEPP [v] 

SHLUMPED DEHLMPSU SHLUMP, to schlump (to go about lazily or sloppily dressed) [v] 

SHMEARED ADEEHMRS SHMEAR, to schmeer (to bribe (to practice bribery)) [v] 

SHMEERED DEEEHMRS SHMEER, to schmeer (to bribe (to practice bribery)) [v] 

SHMOOZED DEHMOOSZ SHMOOZE, to schmooze (to gossip (to talk idly about affairs of others)) [v] 

SHMOOZES EHMOOSSZ SHMOOZE, to schmooze (to gossip (to talk idly about affairs of others)) [v] 

SHOALING AGHILNOS SHOAL, to become shallow [v] 

SHOCKING CGHIKNOS SHOCK, to strike with great surprise, horror, or disgust [v] 

SHOEHORN EHHNOORS to force into small space [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SHOGGING GGGHINOS SHOG, to move along [v] 

SHOOLING GHILNOOS SHOOL, to shovel (to take up with shovel (digging implement)) [v] 

SHOOSHED DEHHOOSS SHOOSH, to move with rushing sound [v] 

SHOOSHES EHHOOSSS SHOOSH, to move with rushing sound [v] 

SHOOTING GHINOOST SHOOT, to hit, wound, or kill with missile discharged from weapon [v] 

SHOPLIFT FHILOPST to steal goods from store [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SHOPPING GHINOPPS SHOP, to examine goods with intent to buy [v] 

SHORTCUT CHORSTTU to take shorter or quicker way [v SHORTCUT, -ING, -S] 

SHORTENS EHNORSST SHORTEN, to make or become shorter [v] 

SHORTING GHINORST SHORT, to cause type of electrical malfunction in [v] 

SHOTGUNS GHNOSSTU SHOTGUN, to shoot with type of gun [v] 

SHOTTING GHINOSTT SHOT, SHOOT, to hit, wound, or kill with missile discharged from weapon [v] 

SHOULDER DEHLORSU to assume burden or responsibility of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SHOULDST DHLOSSTU SHALL, used as auxiliary to express futurity, inevitability, or command [v] 

SHOUTING GHINOSTU SHOUT, to utter loudly [v] 

SHOVELED DEEHLOSV SHOVEL, to take up with shovel (digging implement) [v] 

SHOWBOAT ABHOOSTW to show off [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SHOWCASE ACEHOSSW to exhibit (to present for public viewing) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SHOWERED DEEHORSW SHOWER, to bathe in spray of water [v] 

SHREDDED DDDEEHRS SHRED, to tear into small strips [v] 

SHREWING EGHINRSW SHREW, to curse (to wish evil upon) [v] 

SHRIEKED DEEHIKRS SHRIEK, to utter shrill cry [v] 

SHRIEVED DEEHIRSV SHRIEVE, to shrive (to hear confession of and grant absolution to) [v] 

SHRIEVES EEHIRSSV SHRIEVE, to shrive (to hear confession of and grant absolution to) [v] 

SHRILLED DEHILLRS SHRILL, to utter shrill sound [v] 

SHRIMPED DEHIMPRS SHRIMP, to catch shrimps (small marine decapods) [v] 

SHRINING GHIINNRS SHRINE, to place in shrine (receptacle for sacred relics) [v] 

SHRIVELS EHILRSSV SHRIVEL, to contract into wrinkles [v] 

SHRIVING GHIINRSV SHRIVE, to hear confession of and grant absolution to [v] 

SHROFFED DEFFHORS SHROFF, to test genuineness of, as coin [v] 

SHROUDED DDEHORSU SHROUD, to wrap in burial clothing [v] 

SHRUGGED DEGGHRSU SHRUG, to raise and contract shoulders [v] 

SHRUNKEN EHKNNRSU SHRINK, to contract or draw back [v] 

SHTUPPED DEHPPSTU SHTUP, offensive word [v] 

SHUCKING CGHIKNSU SHUCK, to remove husk or shell from [v] 
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SHUDDERS DDEHRSSU SHUDDER, to tremble (to shake involuntarily) [v] 

SHUFFLED DEFFHLSU SHUFFLE, to walk without lifting feet [v] 

SHUFFLES EFFHLSSU SHUFFLE, to walk without lifting feet [v] 

SHUNNING GHINNNSU SHUN, to avoid (to keep away from) [v] 

SHUNPIKE EHIKNPSU to travel on side roads to avoid expressways [v -D, -KING, -S] 

SHUNTING GHINNSTU SHUNT, to turn aside [v] 

SHUSHING GHHINSSU SHUSH, to silence (to make silent) [v] 

SHUTTERS EHRSSTTU SHUTTER, to provide with shutters (hinged window covers) [v] 

SHUTTING GHINSTTU SHUT, to close (to block against entry or passage) [v] 

SHUTTLED DEHLSTTU SHUTTLE, to move or travel back and forth [v] 

SHUTTLES EHLSSTTU SHUTTLE, to move or travel back and forth [v] 

SHVITZED DEHISTVZ SHVITZ, to sweat (to perspire (to give off moisture through pores of skin)) [v] 

SHVITZES EHISSTVZ SHVITZ, to sweat (to perspire (to give off moisture through pores of skin)) [v] 

SHYLOCKS CHKLOSSY SHYLOCK, to lend money at high interest rates [v] 

SIBILATE ABEIILST to hiss (to make sibilant sound) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SICKENED CDEEIKNS SICKEN, to make sick [v] 

SICKLIED CDEIIKLS SICKLY, to make sickly [v] 

SICKLIES CEIIKLSS SICKLY, to make sickly [v] 

SICKLING CGIIKLNS SICKLE, to cut with agricultural implement having single blade [v] 

SIDEARMS ADEIMRSS SIDEARM, to pitch ball at or below shoulder level [v] 

SIDELINE DEEIILNS to put out of action [v -D, -NING, -S] 

SIDESLIP DEIILPSS to slip to one side [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SIDESTEP DEEIPSST to step to one side [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

SIGHTING GGHIINST SIGHT, to observe or notice [v] 

SIGHTSAW AGHISSTW SIGHTSEE, to visit and view places of interest [v] 

SIGHTSEE EEGHISST to visit and view places of interest [v -SAW, -N, -ING, -S] 

SIGNALED ADEGILNS SIGNAL, to notify by means of communication [v] 

SIGNETED DEEGINST SIGNET, to mark with official seal [v] 

SIGNPOST GINOPSST to provide with signposts (posts bearing signs) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SILENCED CDEEILNS SILENCE, to make silent [v] 

SILENCES CEEILNSS SILENCE, to make silent [v] 

SILICIFY CFIIILSY to convert into silica [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

SILVERED DEEILRSV SILVER, to cover with silver (metallic element) [v] 

SIMMERED DEEIMMRS SIMMER, to cook below or just at boiling point [v] 

SIMONIZE EIIMNOSZ to polish with wax [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

SIMPERED DEEIMPRS SIMPER, to smile in silly manner [v] 

SIMPLIFY FIILMPSY to make simple [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

SIMULATE AEILMSTU to take on appearance of [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SINEWING EGIINNSW SINEW, to strengthen [v] 

SINGEING EGGIINNS SINGE, to burn slightly [v] 

SINGLING GGIILNNS SINGLE, to select from group [v] 

SINICIZE CEIIINSZ to modify by Chinese influence [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

SINTERED DEEINRST SINTER, to make cohesive by combined action of heat and pressure [v] 

SINUATED ADEINSTU SINUATE, to curve in and out [v] 

SINUATES AEINSSTU SINUATE, to curve in and out [v] 

SIPHONED DEHINOPS SIPHON, to draw off through siphon (type of tube) [v] 
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SIRUPING GIINPRSU SIRUP, to syrup (to sweeten with thick sweet liquid) [v] 

SISTERED DEEIRSST SISTER, to treat like sister (female sibling) [v] 

SITUATED ADEISTTU SITUATE, to place in certain position [v] 

SITUATES AEISSTTU SITUATE, to place in certain position [v] 

SIZZLING GIILNSZZ SIZZLE, to burn or fry with hissing sound [v] 

SJAMBOKS ABJKMOSS SJAMBOK, to strike with whip used in South Africa [v] 

SKANKING AGIKKNNS SKANK, to dance in loose-limbed manner [v] 

SKEDDING DDEGIKNS SKED, to schedule (to assign to certain date or time) [v] 

SKEINING EGIIKNNS SKEIN, to wind into long, loose coils [v] 

SKELPING EGIKLNPS SKELP, to slap (to strike with open hand) [v] 

SKELTERS EEKLRSST SKELTER, to scurry (to move hurriedly) [v] 

SKETCHED CDEEHKST SKETCH, to make rough, hasty drawing of [v] 

SKETCHES CEEHKSST SKETCH, to make rough, hasty drawing of [v] 

SKEWERED DEEEKRSW SKEWER, to pierce with long pin, as meat [v] 

SKIDDING DDGIIKNS SKID, to slide sideways as result of loss of traction [v] 

SKIDDOOS DDIKOOSS SKIDDOO, to go away [v] 

SKIDOOED DDEIKOOS SKIDOO, to skiddoo (to go away) [v] 

SKIFFLED DEFFIKLS SKIFFLE, to play particular style of music [v] 

SKIFFLES EFFIKLSS SKIFFLE, to play particular style of music [v] 

SKIMMING GIIKMMNS SKIM, to remove floating matter from surface of [v] 

SKIMPING GIIKMNPS SKIMP, to scrimp (to be very or overly thrifty) [v] 

SKINKING GIIKKNNS SKINK, to pour out or serve, as liquor [v] 

SKINNING GIIKNNNS SKIN, to strip or deprive of skin (membranous tissue covering body of animal) [v] 

SKIPPERS EIKPPRSS SKIPPER, to act as master or captain of [v] 

SKIPPING GIIKNPPS SKIP, to move with light springing steps [v] 

SKIRLING GIIKLNRS SKIRL, to produce shrill sound [v] 

SKIRMISH HIIKMRSS to engage in minor battle [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SKIRRING GIIKNRRS SKIRR, to move rapidly [v] 

SKIRTING GIIKNRST SKIRT, to go or pass around [v] 

SKITTERS EIKRSSTT SKITTER, to move lightly or rapidly along surface [v] 

SKIVVIED DEIIKSVV SKIVVY, to work as female servant [v] 

SKIVVIES EIIKSSVV SKIVVY, to work as female servant [v] 

SKLENTED DEEKLNST SKLENT, to slant (to deviate from horizontal or vertical) [v] 

SKOALING AGIKLNOS SKOAL, to drink to health of [v] 

SKREEGHS EEGHKRSS SKREEGH, to screech (to utter harsh, shrill cry) [v] 

SKREIGHS EGHIKRSS SKREIGH, to screech (to utter harsh, shrill cry) [v] 

SKULKING GIKKLNSU SKULK, to move about stealthily [v] 

SKULLING GIKLLNSU SKULL, to hit on head [v] 

SKUNKING GIKKNNSU SKUNK, to defeat overwhelmingly [v] 

SKYDIVED DDEIKSVY SKYDIVE, to parachute from airplane for sport [v] 

SKYDIVES DEIKSSVY SKYDIVE, to parachute from airplane for sport [v] 

SKYJACKS ACJKKSSY SKYJACK, to hijack airplane [v] 

SKYLARKS AKKLRSSY SKYLARK, to frolic (to play and run about merrily) [v] 

SKYSURFS FKRSSSUY SKYSURF, to perform maneuvers during free fall while riding on skyboard [v] 

SKYWATCH ACHKSTWY to observe sky for heavenly bodies or aircraft [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SKYWRITE EIKRSTWY to write in sky by releasing visible vapor from airplane [v -ROTE, -ITTEN,, -TING, -S] 
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SKYWROTE EKORSTWY SKYWRITE, to write in sky by releasing visible vapor from airplane [v] 

SLABBERS ABBELRSS SLABBER, to slobber (to drool (to drivel (to let saliva flow from mouth))) [v] 

SLABBING ABBGILNS SLAB, to remove slabs (broad, flat pieces) from log [v] 

SLACKENS ACEKLNSS SLACKEN, to make less tight or taut [v] 

SLACKING ACGIKLNS SLACK, to slacken (to make less tight or taut) [v] 

SLAGGING AGGGILNS SLAG, to convert into slag (fused residue of smelted ore) [v] 

SLALOMED ADELLMOS SLALOM, to ski in zigzag course [v] 

SLAMMING AGILMMNS SLAM, to shut forcibly and noisily [v] 

SLANDERS ADELNRSS SLANDER, to defame (to attack good name of) [v] 

SLANGING AGGILNNS SLANG, to use slang (extremely informal or vulgar language) [v] 

SLANTING AGILNNST SLANT, to deviate from horizontal or vertical [v] 

SLAPPING AGILNPPS SLAP, to strike with open hand [v] 

SLASHING AGHILNSS SLASH, to cut with violent sweeping strokes [v] 

SLATHERS AEHLRSST SLATHER, to spread thickly [v] 

SLATTING AGILNSTT SLAT, to provide with slats (narrow strips of wood or metal) [v] 

SLAVERED ADEELRSV SLAVER, to drool (to drivel (to let saliva flow from mouth)) [v] 

SLEAVING AEGILNSV SLEAVE, to separate into filaments [v] 

SLEAZING AEGILNSZ SLEAZE, to behave in sleazy manner [v] 

SLEDDING DDEGILNS SLED, to convey on sled (vehicle for carrying people or loads over snow or ice) [v] 

SLEDGING DEGGILNS SLEDGE, to convey on type of sled [v] 

SLEEKENS EEEKLNSS SLEEKEN, to sleek (to make sleek) [v] 

SLEEKING EEGIKLNS SLEEK, to make sleek [v] 

SLEEPING EEGILNPS SLEEP, to be in natural, periodic state of rest [v] 

SLEETING EEGILNST SLEET, to shower sleet (frozen rain) [v] 

SLEEVING EEGILNSV SLEEVE, to furnish with sleeve (part of garment covering arm) [v] 

SLEIGHED DEEGHILS SLEIGH, to ride in sled [v] 

SLEUTHED DEEHLSTU SLEUTH, to act as detective [v] 

SLICKENS CEIKLNSS SLICKEN, to make slick [v] 

SLICKING CGIIKLNS SLICK, to make slick [v] 

SLIGHTED DEGHILST SLIGHT, to treat with disregard [v] 

SLIMMING GIILMMNS SLIM, to make slim [v] 

SLINGING GGIILNNS SLING, to throw with sudden motion [v] 

SLINKING GIIKLNNS SLINK, to move stealthily [v] 

SLIPFORM FILMOPRS to construct with use of mold in which concrete is placed to set [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SLIPPING GIILNPPS SLIP, to slide suddenly and accidentally [v] 

SLITHERS EHILRSST SLITHER, to slide from side to side [v] 

SLITTING GIILNSTT SLIT, to make slit (long, narrow cut) in [v] 

SLIVERED DEEILRSV SLIVER, to cut into long, thin pieces [v] 

SLOBBERS BBELORSS SLOBBER, to drool (to drivel (to let saliva flow from mouth)) [v] 

SLOGGING GGGILNOS SLOG, to plod (to walk heavily) [v] 

SLOPPING GILNOPPS SLOP, to spill or splash [v] 

SLOSHING GHILNOSS SLOSH, to move with splashing motion [v] 

SLOTTING GILNOSTT SLOT, to cut long, narrow opening in [v] 

SLOUCHED CDEHLOSU SLOUCH, to sit, stand, or move with drooping posture [v] 

SLOUCHES CEHLOSSU SLOUCH, to sit, stand, or move with drooping posture [v] 

SLOUGHED DEGHLOSU SLOUGH, to cast off [v] 
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SLUBBERS BBELRSSU SLUBBER, to stain or dirty [v] 

SLUBBING BBGILNSU SLUB, to draw out and twist slightly [v] 

SLUDGING DGGILNSU SLUDGE, to form sludge (muddy mass or sediment) [v] 

SLUFFING FFGILNSU SLUFF, to discard card or cards [v] 

SLUGGING GGGILNSU SLUG, to strike heavily [v] 

SLUICING CGIILNSU SLUICE, to wash with sudden flow of water [v] 

SLUMBERS BELMRSSU SLUMBER, to sleep (to be in natural, periodic state of rest) [v] 

SLUMMING GILMMNSU SLUM, to visit slums (squalid urban areas) [v] 

SLUMPING GILMNPSU SLUMP, to fall or sink suddenly [v] 

SLURPING GILNPRSU SLURP, to eat or drink noisily [v] 

SLURRIED DEILRRSU SLURRY, to convert into type of watery mixture [v] 

SLURRIES EILRRSSU SLURRY, to convert into type of watery mixture [v] 

SLURRING GILNRRSU SLUR, to pass over lightly or carelessly [v] 

SLUSHING GHILNSSU SLUSH, to splash with slush (partly melted snow) [v] 

SMACKING ACGIKMNS SMACK, to strike sharply [v] 

SMARMING AGIMMNRS SMARM, to use excessive flattery to obtain favors [v] 

SMARTENS AEMNRSST SMARTEN, to improve in appearance [v] 

SMARTING AGIMNRST SMART, to cause sharp, stinging pain [v] 

SMASHING AGHIMNSS SMASH, to shatter violently [v] 

SMATTERS AEMRSSTT SMATTER, to speak with little knowledge [v] 

SMEARING AEGIMNRS SMEAR, to spread with sticky, greasy, or dirty substance [v] 

SMEEKING EEGIKMNS SMEEK, to smoke (to emit smoke (gaseous product of burning materials)) [v] 

SMELLING EGILLMNS SMELL, to perceive by means of olfactory nerves [v] 

SMELTING EGILMNST SMELT, SMELL, to perceive by means of olfactory nerves [v] 

SMERKING EGIKMNRS SMERK, to smirk (to smile in affected or smug manner) [v] 

SMIRCHED CDEHIMRS SMIRCH, to soil (to make dirty) [v] 

SMIRCHES CEHIMRSS SMIRCH, to soil (to make dirty) [v] 

SMIRKING GIIKMNRS SMIRK, to smile in affected or smug manner [v] 

SMOCKING CGIKMNOS SMOCK, to furnish with smock (loose outer garment) [v] 

SMOLDERS DELMORSS SMOLDER, to burn with no flame [v] 

SMOOCHED CDEHMOOS SMOOCH, to kiss (to touch with lips as sign of affection) [v] 

SMOOCHES CEHMOOSS SMOOCH, to kiss (to touch with lips as sign of affection) [v] 

SMOOSHED DEHMOOSS SMOOSH, to squash (to press into pulp or flat mass) [v] 

SMOOSHES EHMOOSSS SMOOSH, to squash (to press into pulp or flat mass) [v] 

SMOOTHED DEHMOOST SMOOTH, to make smooth [v] / SMOOTHE [v] 

SMOOTHEN EHMNOOST to smooth (to make smooth) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SMOOTHES EHMOOSST SMOOTH, to make smooth [v] / SMOOTHE [v] 

SMOTHERS EHMORSST SMOTHER, to prevent from breathing [v] 

SMOULDER DELMORSU to smolder (to burn with no flame) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SMUDGING DGGIMNSU SMUDGE, to smear or dirty [v] 

SMUGGLED DEGGLMSU SMUGGLE, to import or export illicitly [v] 

SMUGGLES EGGLMSSU SMUGGLE, to import or export illicitly [v] 

SMUSHING GHIMNSSU SMUSH, to smoosh (to squash (to press into pulp or flat mass)) [v] 

SMUTCHED CDEHMSTU SMUTCH, to smudge (to smear or dirty) [v] 

SMUTCHES CEHMSSTU SMUTCH, to smudge (to smear or dirty) [v] 

SMUTTING GIMNSTTU SMUT, to soil (to make dirty) [v] 
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SNACKING ACGIKNNS SNACK, to eat light meal [v] 

SNAFFLED ADEFFLNS SNAFFLE, to obtain by devious means [v] 

SNAFFLES AEFFLNSS SNAFFLE, to obtain by devious means [v] 

SNAFUING AFGINNSU SNAFU, to bring into state of confusion [v] 

SNAGGING AGGGINNS SNAG, to catch on snag (jagged protuberance) [v] 

SNAILING AGIILNNS SNAIL, to move slowly [v] 

SNAPPING AGINNPPS SNAP, to make sharp cracking sound [v] 

SNAPSHOT AHNOPSST to photograph informally and quickly [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

SNARFING AFGINNRS SNARF, to eat or drink greedily [v] 

SNARFLED ADEFLNRS SNARFLE, to snarf (to eat or drink greedily) [v] 

SNARFLES AEFLNRSS SNARFLE, to snarf (to eat or drink greedily) [v] 

SNARLING AGILNNRS SNARL, to growl viciously [v] 

SNATCHED ACDEHNST SNATCH, to seize suddenly [v] 

SNATCHES ACEHNSST SNATCH, to seize suddenly [v] 

SNEAKING AEGIKNNS SNEAK, to move stealthily [v] 

SNEAPING AEGINNPS SNEAP, to chide (to scold (to rebuke harshly)) [v] 

SNEDDING DDEGINNS SNED, to prune (to cut off branches or parts from) [v] 

SNEERING EEGINNRS SNEER, to curl lip in contempt [v] 

SNEEZING EEGINNSZ SNEEZE, to make sudden, involuntary expiration of breath [v] 

SNELLING EGILLNNS SNELL, to attach short line to fishhook [v] 

SNIBBING BBGIINNS SNIB, to latch (to close with type of fastening device) [v] 

SNICKERS CEIKNRSS SNICKER, to utter partly stifled laugh [v] 

SNICKING CGIIKNNS SNICK, to nick (to make shallow cut in) [v] 

SNIFFING FFGIINNS SNIFF, to inhale audibly through nose [v] 

SNIFFLED DEFFILNS SNIFFLE, to sniff repeatedly [v] 

SNIFFLES EFFILNSS SNIFFLE, to sniff repeatedly [v] 

SNIGGERS EGGINRSS SNIGGER, to snicker (to utter partly stifled laugh) [v] 

SNIGGLED DEGGILNS SNIGGLE, to fish for eels [v] 

SNIGGLES EGGILNSS SNIGGLE, to fish for eels [v] 

SNIPPING GIINNPPS SNIP, to cut with short, quick stroke [v] 

SNITCHED CDEHINST SNITCH, to tattle (to reveal activities of another) [v] 

SNITCHES CEHINSST SNITCH, to tattle (to reveal activities of another) [v] 

SNIVELED DEEILNSV SNIVEL, to cry or whine with sniffling [v] 

SNOGGING GGGINNOS SNOG, to kiss (to touch with lips as sign of affection) [v] 

SNOODING DGINNOOS SNOOD, to secure with snood (net or fabric cap for hair) [v] 

SNOOKERS EKNOORSS SNOOKER, to trick (to deceive (to mislead by falsehood)) [v] 

SNOOKING GIKNNOOS SNOOK, to sniff (to inhale audibly through nose) [v] 

SNOOLING GILNNOOS SNOOL, to yield meekly [v] 

SNOOPING GINNOOPS SNOOP, to pry about [v] 

SNOOTING GINNOOST SNOOT, to treat with disdain [v] 

SNOOZING GINNOOSZ SNOOZE, to sleep lightly [v] 

SNOOZLED DELNOOSZ SNOOZLE, to nuzzle (to push with nose) [v] 

SNOOZLES ELNOOSSZ SNOOZLE, to nuzzle (to push with nose) [v] 

SNORKELS EKLNORSS SNORKEL, to swim underwater with type of breathing device [v] 

SNORTING GINNORST SNORT, to exhale noisily through nostrils [v] 

SNOUTING GINNOSTU SNOUT, to provide with nozzle [v] 
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SNOWBALL ABLLNOSW to increase at rapidly accelerating rate [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SNOWPLOW LNOOPSWW to execute type of skiing maneuver [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SNOWSHOE EHNOOSSW to walk on snowshoes (oval frames that allow person to walk on deep snow) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SNUBBING BBGINNSU SNUB, to treat with contempt or neglect [v] 

SNUFFING FFGINNSU SNUFF, to use or inhale snuff (powdered tobacco) [v] 

SNUFFLED DEFFLNSU SNUFFLE, to sniffle (to sniff repeatedly) [v] 

SNUFFLES EFFLNSSU SNUFFLE, to sniffle (to sniff repeatedly) [v] 

SNUGGING GGGINNSU SNUG, to make snug [v] 

SNUGGLED DEGGLNSU SNUGGLE, to lie or press closely [v] 

SNUGGLES EGGLNSSU SNUGGLE, to lie or press closely [v] 

SOBERING BEGINORS SOBER, to make sober [v] 

SOBERIZE BEEIORSZ to sober (to make sober) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

SOCKETED CDEEKOST SOCKET, to furnish with socket (opening for receiving something) [v] 

SODDENED DDDEENOS SODDEN, to make soggy [v] 

SODOMISE DEIMOOSS to sodomize (to engage in sodomy with) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SODOMIZE DEIMOOSZ to engage in sodomy with [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

SOFTENED DEEFNOST SOFTEN, to make soft [v] 

SOJOURNS JNOORSSU SOJOURN, to stay temporarily [v] 

SOLACING ACGILNOS SOLACE, to console (to comfort (to soothe in time of grief)) [v] 

SOLARISE AEILORSS to solarize (to expose to sunlight) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SOLARIZE AEILORSZ to expose to sunlight [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

SOLATING AGILNOST SOLATE, to change to fluid colloidal system [v] 

SOLDERED DDEELORS SOLDER, to join closely together [v] 

SOLDIERS DEILORSS SOLDIER, to perform military service [v] 

SOLECISE CEEILOSS to solecize (to use solecisms) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SOLECIZE CEEILOSZ to use solecisms [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

SOLICITS CIILOSST SOLICIT, to ask for earnestly [v] 

SOLIDIFY DFIILOSY to make solid [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

SOLVATED ADELOSTV SOLVATE, to convert into type of ion [v] 

SOLVATES AELOSSTV SOLVATE, to convert into type of ion [v] 

SOMERSET EEMORSST to roll body in complete circle, head over heels [v -ED, -TTED, -ING, -TTING, -S] 

SONICATE ACEINOST to disrupt with sound waves [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SONNETED DEENNOST SONNET, to compose sonnet (type of poem) [v] 

SOOTHING GHINOOST SOOTHE, to restore to quiet or normal state [v] 

SOOTHSAY AHOOSSTY to predict (to tell of or about in advance) [v -AID, -ING, -S] 

SOPITING GIINOPST SOPITE, to put to sleep [v] 

SORROWED DEOORRSW SORROW, to grieve (to feel grief) [v] 

SOUGHING GGHINOSU SOUGH, to make moaning or sighing sound [v] 

SOUNDING DGINNOSU SOUND, to make sound (something that stimulates auditory receptors) [v] 

SOURCING CGINORSU SOURCE, to obtain from point of origin [v] 

SOUTHING GHINOSTU SOUTH, to move toward south (cardinal point of compass) [v] 

SPACKLED ACDEKLPS SPACKLE, to fill cracks or holes in surface with paste [v] 

SPACKLES ACEKLPSS SPACKLE, to fill cracks or holes in surface with paste [v] 

SPALLING AGILLNPS SPALL, to break up into fragments [v] 

SPAMMING AGIMMNPS SPAM, to send unsolicited e-mail to large number of addresses [v] 

SPANCELS ACELNPSS SPANCEL, to bind or fetter with rope [v] 
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SPANGLED ADEGLNPS SPANGLE, to adorn with spangles (bits of sparkling metal) [v] 

SPANGLES AEGLNPSS SPANGLE, to adorn with spangles (bits of sparkling metal) [v] 

SPANKING AGIKNNPS SPANK, to slap on buttocks [v] 

SPANNING AGINNNPS SPAN, to extend over or across [v] 

SPARGING AGGINPRS SPARGE, to sprinkle (to scatter drops or particles on) [v] 

SPARKING AGIKNPRS SPARK, to give off sparks (small fiery particles) [v] 

SPARKLED ADEKLPRS SPARKLE, to give off or reflect flashes of light [v] 

SPARKLES AEKLPRSS SPARKLE, to give off or reflect flashes of light [v] 

SPARRING AGINPRRS SPAR, to provide with spars (stout poles used to support rigging) [v] 

SPASMING AGIMNPSS SPASM, to undergo involuntary muscular contraction [v] 

SPATTERS AEPRSSTT SPATTER, to scatter in drops [v] 

SPATTING AGINPSTT SPAT, to strike lightly [v] 

SPAWNING AGINNPSW SPAWN, to deposit eggs [v] 

SPEAKING AEGIKNPS SPEAK, to utter words [v] 

SPEANING AEGINNPS SPEAN, to wean (to withhold mother's milk from and substitute other nourishment) [v] 

SPEARING AEGINPRS SPEAR, to pierce with spear (long, pointed weapon) [v] 

SPECCING CCEGINPS SPEC, to write specifications for [v] 

SPECIATE ACEEIPST to undergo type of evolutionary process [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SPECKING CEGIKNPS SPECK, to mark with small spots [v] 

SPECKLED CDEEKLPS SPECKLE, to speck (to mark with small spots) [v] 

SPECKLES CEEKLPSS SPECKLE, to speck (to mark with small spots) [v] 

SPECTATE ACEEPSTT to attend and view [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SPECTING CEGINPST SPECT, to expect (to anticipate) [v] 

SPEEDING DEEGINPS SPEED, to move swiftly [v] 

SPEELING EEGILNPS SPEEL, to climb (to ascend (to go or move upward)) [v] 

SPEERING EEGINPRS SPEER, to inquire (to ask about) [v] 

SPEILING EGIILNPS SPEIL, to speel (to climb (to ascend (to go or move upward))) [v] 

SPEIRING EGIINPRS SPEIR, to speer (to inquire (to ask about)) [v] 

SPELLING EGILLNPS SPELL, to name or write letters of in order [v] 

SPELUNKS EKLNPSSU SPELUNK, to explore caves [v] 

SPENDING DEGINNPS SPEND, to pay out [v] 

SPHERING EGHINPRS SPHERE, to form into sphere (type of geometric solid) [v] 

SPIDERED DDEEIPRS SPIDER, to move in scuttling manner [v] 

SPIELING EGIILNPS SPIEL, to talk at length [v] 

SPIERING EGIINPRS SPIER, to speer (to inquire (to ask about)) [v] 

SPIFFIED DEFFIIPS SPIFFY, to make stylish [v] 

SPIFFIES EFFIIPSS SPIFFY, to make stylish [v] 

SPIFFING FFGIINPS SPIFF, to make spiffy [v] 

SPILLING GIILLNPS SPILL, to cause to run out of container [v] 

SPINDLED DDEILNPS SPINDLE, to impale on slender rod [v] 

SPINDLES DEILNPSS SPINDLE, to impale on slender rod [v] 

SPINNING GIINNNPS SPIN, to draw out and twist into threads [v] 

SPIRALED ADEILPRS SPIRAL, to move like spiral (type of plane curve) [v] 

SPIRITED DEIIPRST SPIRIT, to carry off secretly [v] 

SPIRTING GIINPRST SPIRT, to spurt (to gush forth) [v] 

SPITBALL ABILLPST to propose idea for discussion [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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SPITTING GIINPSTT SPIT, to impale on spit (pointed rod on which meat is turned) [v] 

SPLASHED ADEHLPSS SPLASH, to scatter liquid about [v] 

SPLASHES AEHLPSSS SPLASH, to scatter liquid about [v] 

SPLATTED ADELPSTT SPLAT, to flatten on impact [v] 

SPLATTER AELPRSTT to spatter (to scatter in drops) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SPLAYING AGILNPSY SPLAY, to spread out [v] 

SPLICING CGIILNPS SPLICE, to join at ends [v] 

SPLINING GIILNNPS SPLINE, to provide with spline (key that connects two rotating mechanical parts) [v] 

SPLINTED DEILNPST SPLINT, to brace with splint (thin piece of wood) [v] 

SPLINTER EILNPRST to split into sharp, slender pieces [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SPLODGED DDEGLOPS SPLODGE, to splotch (to mark with large, irregular spots) [v] 

SPLODGES DEGLOPSS SPLODGE, to splotch (to mark with large, irregular spots) [v] 

SPLOSHED DEHLOPSS SPLOSH, to splash (to scatter liquid about) [v] 

SPLOSHES EHLOPSSS SPLOSH, to splash (to scatter liquid about) [v] 

SPLURGED DEGLPRSU SPLURGE, to spend money lavishly [v] 

SPLURGES EGLPRSSU SPLURGE, to spend money lavishly [v] 

SPLURTED DELPRSTU SPLURT, to gush forth in stream or jet [v] 

SPLUTTER ELPRSTTU to speak rapidly and confusedly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SPOILING GIILNOPS SPOIL, to impair value or quality of [v] 

SPOLIATE AEILOPST to plunder (to rob of goods by force) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SPONGING GGINNOPS SPONGE, to wipe with sponge (mass of absorbent material) [v] 

SPONSORS NOOPRSSS SPONSOR, to make oneself responsible for [v] 

SPOOFING FGINOOPS SPOOF, to ridicule in fun [v] 

SPOOKING GIKNOOPS SPOOK, to scare (to frighten (to make afraid)) [v] 

SPOOLING GILNOOPS SPOOL, to wind on small cylinder [v] 

SPOONING GINNOOPS SPOON, to take up with spoon (type of eating utensil) [v] 

SPOORING GINOOPRS SPOOR, to track animal [v] 

SPORTING GINOPRST SPORT, to frolic (to play and run about merrily) [v] 

SPOTTING GINOPSTT SPOT, to mark with spots (small, roundish discolorations) [v] 

SPOUSING GINOPSSU SPOUSE, to marry (to enter into marriage) [v] 

SPOUTING GINOPSTU SPOUT, to eject in rapid stream [v] 

SPRADDLE ADDELPRS to straddle (to sit, stand, or walk with legs wide apart) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SPRAINED ADEINPRS SPRAIN, to weaken by sudden and violent twisting or wrenching [v] 

SPRATTLE AELPRSTT to struggle (to make strenuous efforts against opposition) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SPRAWLED ADELPRSW SPRAWL, to stretch out ungracefully [v] 

SPRAYING AGINPRSY SPRAY, to disperse in fine particles [v] 

SPRIGGED DEGGIPRS SPRIG, to fasten with small, thin nails [v] 

SPRINGED DEGINPRS SPRINGE, to catch with type of snare [v] 

SPRINGES EGINPRSS SPRINGE, to catch with type of snare [v] 

SPRINKLE EIKLNPRS to scatter drops or particles on [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SPRINTED DEINPRST SPRINT, to run at top speed [v] 

SPRITZED DEIPRSTZ SPRITZ, to spray (to disperse in fine particles) [v] 

SPRITZES EIPRSSTZ SPRITZ, to spray (to disperse in fine particles) [v] 

SPROUTED DEOPRSTU SPROUT, to begin to grow [v] 

SPRUCING CGINPRSU SPRUCE, to make spruce [v] 

SPUDDING DDGINPSU SPUD, to remove with spade-like tool [v] 
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SPUNKING GIKNNPSU SPUNK, to begin to burn [v] 

SPURGALL AGLLPRSU to injure with spur [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SPURNING GINNPRSU SPURN, to reject with contempt [v] 

SPURRING GINPRRSU SPUR, to urge on with spur (horseman's goad) [v] 

SPURTING GINPRSTU SPURT, to gush forth [v] 

SPUTTERS EPRSSTTU SPUTTER, to eject particles in short bursts [v] 

SQUABBLE ABBELQSU to quarrel (to engage in angry dispute) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SQUADDED ADDDEQSU SQUAD, to form into squads (small organized groups) [v] 

SQUADRON ADNOQRSU to arrange in squadrons (units of military organization) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SQUALLED ADELLQSU SQUALL, to cry or scream loudly [v] 

SQUANDER ADENQRSU to spend wastefully [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SQUARING AGINQRSU SQUARE, to make square [v] 

SQUASHED ADEHQSSU SQUASH, to press into pulp or flat mass [v] 

SQUASHES AEHQSSSU SQUASH, to press into pulp or flat mass [v] 

SQUATTED ADEQSTTU SQUAT, to bend one's knees and sit on one's heels [v] 

SQUATTER AEQRSTTU to move through water [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SQUAWKED ADEKQSUW SQUAWK, to utter loud, harsh cry [v] 

SQUEAKED ADEEKQSU SQUEAK, to make sharp, high-pitched sound [v] 

SQUEALED ADEELQSU SQUEAL, to utter sharp, shrill cry [v] 

SQUEEGEE EEEEGQSU to wipe with squeegee (implement for removing water from surface) [v -D, -ING, -S] 

SQUEEZED DEEEQSUZ SQUEEZE, to press hard upon [v] 

SQUEEZES EEEQSSUZ SQUEEZE, to press hard upon [v] 

SQUEGGED DEEGGQSU SQUEG, to oscillate in irregular manner [v] 

SQUIBBED BBDEIQSU SQUIB, to lampoon (to ridicule in satirical composition) [v] 

SQUIDDED DDDEIQSU SQUID, to fish for squid (ten-armed marine mollusks) [v] 

SQUIGGLE EGGILQSU to wriggle (to turn or twist in sinuous manner) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SQUILGEE EEGILQSU to squeegee (to wipe with squeegee (implement for removing water from surface)) [v -D, -ING, -S] 

SQUINTED DEINQSTU SQUINT, to look with eyes partly closed [v] 

SQUIRING GIINQRSU SQUIRE, to serve as squire (escort) [v] 

SQUIRMED DEIMQRSU SQUIRM, to wriggle (to turn or twist in sinuous manner) [v] 

SQUIRREL EILQRRSU to store up for future use [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

SQUIRTED DEIQRSTU SQUIRT, to eject in thin, swift stream [v] 

SQUISHED DEHIQSSU SQUISH, to squash (to press into pulp or flat mass) [v] 

SQUISHES EHIQSSSU SQUISH, to squash (to press into pulp or flat mass) [v] 

SQUUSHED DEHQSSUU SQUUSH, to squash (to press into pulp or flat mass) [v] 

SQUUSHES EHQSSSUU SQUUSH, to squash (to press into pulp or flat mass) [v] 

STABBING ABBGINST STAB, to pierce with pointed weapon [v] 

STABLING ABGILNST STABLE, to put in stable (shelter for domestic animals) [v] 

STABLISH ABHILSST to establish [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

STACKING ACGIKNST STACK, to pile (to lay one upon other) [v] 

STAFFING AFFGINST STAFF, to provide with staff (body of assistants) [v] 

STAGGERS AEGGRSST STAGGER, to walk or stand unsteadily [v] 

STAGGING AGGGINST STAG, to attend social function without female companion [v] 

STAGNATE AAEGNSTT to become stagnant [v -D, -TING, -S] 

STAINING AGIINNST STAIN, to discolor or dirty [v] 

STALKING AGIKLNST STALK, to pursue stealthily [v] 
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STALLING AGILLNST STALL, to stop progress of [v] 

STAMMERS AEMMRSST STAMMER, to speak with involuntary breaks and pauses [v] 

STAMPEDE ADEEMPST to cause to run away in headlong panic [v -D, -DING, -S] 

STAMPING AGIMNPST STAMP, to bring foot down heavily [v] 

STANCHED ACDEHNST STANCH, to stop flow of blood from [v] 

STANCHES ACEHNSST STANCH, to stop flow of blood from [v] 

STANDING ADGINNST STAND, to assume or maintain upright position [v] 

STANGING AGGINNST STANG, to sting (to prick painfully) [v] 

STAPLING AGILNPST STAPLE, to fasten by means of U-shaped metal loop [v] 

STARCHED ACDEHRST STARCH, to treat with starch (solid carbohydrate) [v] 

STARCHES ACEHRSST STARCH, to treat with starch (solid carbohydrate) [v] 

STARGAZE AAEGRSTZ to gaze at stars [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

STARRING AGINRRST STAR, to shine as star (natural luminous body visible in sky) [v] 

STARTING AGINRSTT START, to set out [v] 

STARTLED ADELRSTT STARTLE, to frighten or surprise suddenly [v] 

STARTLES AELRSSTT STARTLE, to frighten or surprise suddenly [v] 

STARVING AGINRSTV STARVE, to die from lack of food [v] 

STASHING AGHINSST STASH, to store in secret place [v] 

STATIONS AINOSSTT STATION, to assign to position [v] 

STEADIED ADDEEIST STEADY, to make steady [v] 

STEADIES ADEEISST STEADY, to make steady [v] 

STEADING ADEGINST STEAD, to be of advantage to [v] 

STEALING AEGILNST STEAL, to take without right or permission [v] 

STEAMERS AEEMRSST STEAMER, to travel by steamship [v] 

STEAMING AEGIMNST STEAM, to expose to steam (water in form of vapor) [v] 

STEEKING EEGIKNST STEEK, to shut (to close (to block against entry or passage)) [v] 

STEELING EEGILNST STEEL, to cover with steel (tough iron alloy) [v] 

STEEPENS EEENPSST STEEPEN, to make steep [v] 

STEEPING EEGINPST STEEP, to soak in liquid [v] 

STEEPLED DEEELPST STEEPLE, to place fingers or hands in form of steeple [v] 

STEEPLES EEELPSST STEEPLE, to place fingers or hands in form of steeple [v] 

STEERING EEGINRST STEER, to direct course of [v] 

STEEVING EEGINSTV STEEVE, to stow in hold of ship [v] 

STELLIFY EFILLSTY to convert into star [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

STEMMING EGIMMNST STEM, to remove stems (ascending axes of plant) from [v] 

STENCILS CEILNSST STENCIL, to mark by means of perforated sheet of material [v] 

STEPPING EGINPPST STEP, to move by lifting foot and setting it down in another place [v] 

STEREOED DEEEORST STEREO, to make type of printing plate [v] 

STETTING EGINSTTT STET, to cancel previously made printing correction [v] 

STEWARDS ADERSSTW STEWARD, to manage (to control or direct) [v] 

STICKERS CEIKRSST STICKER, to attach adhesive label to [v] 

STICKING CGIIKNST STICK, to pierce with pointed object [v] 

STICKLED CDEIKLST STICKLE, to argue stubbornly [v] 

STICKLES CEIKLSST STICKLE, to argue stubbornly [v] 

STIFFENS EFFINSST STIFFEN, to make stiff [v] 

STIFFING FFGIINST STIFF, to cheat someone by not paying [v] 
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STIFLING FGIILNST STIFLE, to smother (to prevent from breathing) [v] 

STILETTO EILOSTTT to stab with stiletto (short dagger) [v -ED, -ING, -S, -ES] 

STILLING GIILLNST STILL, to make still [v] 

STILTING GIILNSTT STILT, to raise on stilts (long, slender poles) [v] 

STIMYING GIIMNSTY STIMY, to stymie (to thwart (to prevent accomplishment of)) [v] 

STINGING GGIINNST STING, to prick painfully [v] 

STINKING GIIKNNST STINK, to emit foul odor [v] 

STINTING GIINNSTT STINT, to limit (to restrict (to keep within certain boundaries)) [v] 

STIPPLED DEILPPST STIPPLE, to draw, paint, or engrave by means of dots or short touches [v] 

STIPPLES EILPPSST STIPPLE, to draw, paint, or engrave by means of dots or short touches [v] 

STIRRING GIINRRST STIR, to pass implement through in circular motions [v] 

STITCHED CDEHISTT STITCH, to join by making in-and-out movements with threaded needle [v] 

STITCHES CEHISSTT STITCH, to join by making in-and-out movements with threaded needle [v] 

STITHIED DEHIISTT STITHY, to forge on anvil [v] 

STITHIES EHIISSTT STITHY, to forge on anvil [v] 

STOBBING BBGINOST STOB, to stab (to pierce with pointed weapon) [v] 

STOCKADE ACDEKOST to build type of protective fence around [v -D, -DING, -S] 

STOCKING CGIKNOST STOCK, to keep for future sale or use [v] 

STODGING DGGINOST STODGE, to stuff full with food [v] 

STOMACHS ACHMOSST STOMACH, to tolerate (to allow without active opposition) [v] 

STOMPING GIMNOPST STOMP, to tread heavily [v] 

STONKING GIKNNOST STONK, to bombard with artillery fire [v] 

STOOGING GGINOOST STOOGE, to act as comedian's straight man [v] 

STOOKING GIKNOOST STOOK, to stack (as bundles of grain) upright in field for drying [v] 

STOOLING GILNOOST STOOL, to defecate (to discharge feces) [v] 

STOOPING GINOOPST STOOP, to bend body forward and down [v] 

STOPPERS EOPPRSST STOPPER, to plug (to seal or close with plug (piece of material used to fill hole)) [v] 

STOPPING GINOPPST STOP, to discontinue progress or motion of [v] 

STOPPLED DELOPPST STOPPLE, to stopper (to plug (to seal or close with plug (piece of material used to fill hole))) [v] 

STOPPLES ELOPPSST STOPPLE, to stopper (to plug (to seal or close with plug (piece of material used to fill hole))) [v] 

STORMING GIMNORST STORM, to blow violently [v] 

STORYING GINORSTY STORY, to relate as story (account of event or series of events) [v] 

STOTTING GINOSTTT STOT, to bound with stiff-legged gait [v] / STOTT [v] 

STOUNDED DDENOSTU STOUND, to ache (to suffer dull, continuous pain) [v] 

STOUTENS ENOSSTTU STOUTEN, to make stout [v] 

STRADDLE ADDELRST to sit, stand, or walk with legs wide apart [v -D, -LING, -S] 

STRAFING AFGINRST STRAFE, to attack with machine-gun fire from airplane [v] 

STRAGGLE AEGGLRST to stray (to wander from proper area or course) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

STRAIGHT AGHIRSTT to make straight [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

STRAINED ADEINRST STRAIN, to exert to utmost [v] 

STRAITEN AEINRSTT to make strait [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

STRANDED ADDENRST STRAND, to leave in unfavorable situation [v] 

STRANGER AEGNRRST to estrange (to alienate (to make indifferent or unfriendly)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

STRANGLE AEGLNRST to choke to death [v -D, -LING, -S] 

STRAPPED ADEPPRST STRAP, to fasten with strap (narrow strip of flexible material) [v] 

STRATIFY AFIRSTTY to form or arrange in layers [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 
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STRAVAGE AAEGRSTV to stroll (to walk in leisurely manner) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

STRAVAIG AAGIRSTV to stravage (to stroll (to walk in leisurely manner)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

STRAWING AGINRSTW STRAW, to cover with straw (stalks of threshed grain) [v] 

STRAYING AGINRSTY STRAY, to wander from proper area or course [v] 

STREAKED ADEEKRST STREAK, to cover with streaks (long, narrow marks) [v] 

STREAMED ADEEMRST STREAM, to flow in steady current [v] 

STREEKED DEEEKRST STREEK, to stretch (to draw out or open to full length) [v] 

STREELED DEEELRST STREEL, to saunter (to walk in leisurely manner) [v] 

STRESSED DEERSSST STRESS, to place emphasis on [v] 

STRESSES EERSSSST STRESS, to place emphasis on [v] 

STREWING EGINRSTW STREW, to scatter about [v] 

STRIATED ADEIRSTT STRIATE, to mark with striae [v] 

STRIATES AEIRSSTT STRIATE, to mark with striae [v] 

STRICKEN CEIKNRST STRIKE, to hit forcibly [v] 

STRICKLE CEIKLRST to shape or smooth with strickle (instrument for leveling off grain) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

STRIDDEN DDEINRST STRIDE, to walk with long steps [v] 

STRIDING DGIINRST STRIDE, to walk with long steps [v] 

STRIKING GIIKNRST STRIKE, to hit forcibly [v] 

STRINGED DEGINRST STRING, to provide with strings (slender cords) [v] 

STRIPING GIINPRST STRIPE, to mark with stripes (long, distinct bands) [v] 

STRIPPED DEIPPRST STRIP, to remove outer covering from [v] 

STRIVING GIINRSTV STRIVE, to exert much effort or energy [v] 

STROBING BGINORST STROBE, to produce brief, high-intensity flashes of light [v] 

STROKING GIKNORST STROKE, to rub gently [v] 

STROLLED DELLORST STROLL, to walk in leisurely manner [v] 

STROPPED DEOPPRST STROP, to sharpen on strip of leather [v] 

STROWING GINORSTW STROW, to strew (to scatter about) [v] 

STROYING GINORSTY STROY, to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal) [v] 

STRUCKEN CEKNRSTU STRIKE, to hit forcibly [v] 

STRUGGLE EGGLRSTU to make strenuous efforts against opposition [v -D, -LING, -S] 

STRUMMED DEMMRSTU STRUM, to play stringed instrument by running fingers lightly across strings [v] 

STRUNTED DENRSTTU STRUNT, to strut (to walk with pompous air) [v] 

STRUTTED DERSTTTU STRUT, to walk with pompous air [v] 

STUBBING BBGINSTU STUB, to strike accidentally against projecting object [v] 

STUCCOED CCDEOSTU STUCCO, to coat with type of plaster [v] 

STUCCOES CCEOSSTU STUCCO, to coat with type of plaster [v] 

STUDDING DDGINSTU STUD, to set thickly with small projections [v] 

STUDYING DGINSTUY STUDY, to apply mind to acquisition of knowledge [v] 

STUFFING FFGINSTU STUFF, to fill or pack tightly [v] 

STULTIFY FILSTTUY to cause to appear absurd [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

STUMBLED BDELMSTU STUMBLE, to miss one's step in walking or running [v] 

STUMBLES BELMSSTU STUMBLE, to miss one's step in walking or running [v] 

STUMMING GIMMNSTU STUM, to increase fermentation of by adding grape juice [v] 

STUMPING GIMNPSTU STUMP, to baffle (to confuse (to mix up mentally)) [v] 

STUNNING GINNNSTU STUN, to render senseless or incapable of action [v] 

STUNTING GINNSTTU STUNT, to hinder normal growth of [v] 
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STUTTERS ERSSTTTU STUTTER, to speak with spasmodic repetition [v] 

STYLISED DEILSSTY STYLISE, to stylize (to make conventional) [v] 

STYLISES EILSSSTY STYLISE, to stylize (to make conventional) [v] 

STYLIZED DEILSTYZ STYLIZE, to make conventional [v] 

STYLIZES EILSSTYZ STYLIZE, to make conventional [v] 

STYMYING GIMNSTYY STYMY, to stymie (to thwart (to prevent accomplishment of)) [v] 

SUBCLASS ABCLSSSU to place in subdivision of class [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SUBCOOLS BCLOOSSU SUBCOOL, to cool below freezing point without solidification [v] 

SUBDUCED BCDDESUU SUBDUCE, to take away [v] 

SUBDUCES BCDESSUU SUBDUCE, to take away [v] 

SUBDUCTS BCDSSTUU SUBDUCT, to subduce (to take away) [v] 

SUBDUING BDGINSUU SUBDUE, to bring under control [v] 

SUBEDITS BDEISSTU SUBEDIT, to act as assistant editor of [v] 

SUBERISE BEEIRSSU to suberize (to convert into cork tissue) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SUBERIZE BEEIRSUZ to convert into cork tissue [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

SUBGROUP BGOPRSUU to divide into smaller groups [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUBJECTS BCEJSSTU SUBJECT, to cause to experience [v] 

SUBJOINS BIJNOSSU SUBJOIN, to add at end [v] 

SUBLATED ABDELSTU SUBLATE, to cancel (to annul (to make or declare void or invalid)) [v] 

SUBLATES ABELSSTU SUBLATE, to cancel (to annul (to make or declare void or invalid)) [v] 

SUBLEASE ABEELSSU to sublet (to rent leased property to another) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SUBLIMED BDEILMSU SUBLIME, to make sublime [v] 

SUBLIMES BEILMSSU SUBLIME, to make sublime [v] 

SUBMERGE BEEGMRSU to place below surface of liquid [v -D, -GING, -S] 

SUBMERSE BEEMRSSU to submerge (to place below surface of liquid) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SUBORNED BDENORSU SUBORN, to induce to commit perjury [v] 

SUBPENAS ABENPSSU SUBPENA, to subpoena (to summon with type of judicial writ) [v] 

SUBPOENA ABENOPSU to summon with type of judicial writ [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUBSERVE BEERSSUV to serve to promote [v -D, -VING, -S] 

SUBSIDED BDDEISSU SUBSIDE, to sink to lower or normal level [v] 

SUBSIDES BDEISSSU SUBSIDE, to sink to lower or normal level [v] 

SUBSISTS BISSSSTU SUBSIST, to continue to exist [v] 

SUBSOILS BILOSSSU SUBSOIL, to plow so as to turn up subsoil (layer of earth beneath surface soil) [v] 

SUBSUMED BDEMSSUU SUBSUME, to include within larger group [v] 

SUBSUMES BEMSSSUU SUBSUME, to include within larger group [v] 

SUBTENDS BDENSSTU SUBTEND, to extend under or opposite to [v] 

SUBTITLE BEILSTTU to give secondary title to [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SUBTOTAL ABLOSTTU to total portion of [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

SUBTRACT ABCRSTTU to take away [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUBTWEET BEESTTUW to tweet about without referring to by name [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUBVENED BDEENSUV SUBVENE, to arrive or occur as support or relief [v] 

SUBVENES BEENSSUV SUBVENE, to arrive or occur as support or relief [v] 

SUBVERTS BERSSTUV SUBVERT, to destroy completely [v] 

SUBWAYED ABDESUWY SUBWAY, to travel by underground railroad [v] 

SUCCEEDS CCDEESSU SUCCEED, to accomplish something desired or intended [v] 

SUCCORED CCDEORSU SUCCOR, to go to aid of [v] 
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SUCCOURS CCORSSUU SUCCOUR, to succor (to go to aid of) [v] 

SUCCUMBS BCCMSSUU SUCCUMB, to yield to superior force [v] 

SUCKERED CDEEKRSU SUCKER, to strip of lower shoots or branches [v] 

SUCKHOLE CEHKLOSU offensive word [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SUCKLING CGIKLNSU SUCKLE, to give milk to from breast [v] 

SUCTIONS CINOSSTU SUCTION, to remove by process of sucking [v] 

SUFFERED DEEFFRSU SUFFER, to feel pain or distress [v] 

SUFFICED CDEFFISU SUFFICE, to be adequate [v] 

SUFFICES CEFFISSU SUFFICE, to be adequate [v] 

SUFFIXED DEFFISUX SUFFIX, to add as suffix (form affixed to end of end of word) [v] 

SUFFIXES EFFISSUX SUFFIX, to add as suffix (form affixed to end of end of word) [v] 

SUFFLATE AEFFLSTU to inflate (to cause to expand by filling with gas or air) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SUFFUSED DEFFSSUU SUFFUSE, to spread through or over [v] 

SUFFUSES EFFSSSUU SUFFUSE, to spread through or over [v] 

SUGARING AGGINRSU SUGAR, to cover with sugar (sweet carbohydrate) [v] 

SUGGESTS EGGSSSTU SUGGEST, to bring or put forward for consideration [v] 

SUICIDED CDDEIISU SUICIDE, to kill oneself intentionally [v] 

SUICIDES CDEIISSU SUICIDE, to kill oneself intentionally [v] 

SULFATED ADEFLSTU SULFATE, to treat with sulfuric acid [v] 

SULFATES AEFLSSTU SULFATE, to treat with sulfuric acid [v] 

SULFURED DEFLRSUU SULFUR, to treat with sulfur (nonmetallic element) [v] 

SULFURET EFLRSTUU to treat with sulfur [v -ED, -TTED, -ING, -TTING, -S] 

SULLYING GILLNSUY SULLY, to soil (to make dirty) [v] 

SULPHATE AEHLPSTU to sulfate (to treat with sulfuric acid) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SULPHURS HLPRSSUU SULPHUR, to sulfur (to treat with sulfur (nonmetallic element)) [v] 

SUMMATED ADEMMSTU SUMMATE, to sum (to add into one total) [v] 

SUMMATES AEMMSSTU SUMMATE, to sum (to add into one total) [v] 

SUMMERED DEEMMRSU SUMMER, to pass summer (warmest season of year) [v] 

SUMMITED DEIMMSTU SUMMIT, to participate in highest-level conference [v] 

SUMMONED DEMMNOSU SUMMON, to order to appear [v] 

SUNBATHE ABEHNSTU to take sunbath [v -D, -HING, -S] 

SUNBURNS BNNRSSUU SUNBURN, to burn or discolor from exposure to sun [v] 

SUNBURNT BNNRSTUU SUNBURN, to burn or discolor from exposure to sun [v] 

SUNDERED DDEENRSU SUNDER, to break apart [v] 

SUNDOWNS DNNOSSUW SUNDOWN, to experience nighttime confusion [v] 

SUPERADD ADDEPRSU to add further [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUPERING EGINPRSU SUPER, to reinforce with thin cotton mesh, as book [v] 

SUPERLAY AELPRSUY SUPERLIE, to lie above [v] 

SUPERLIE EEILPRSU to lie above [v LAIN, -LAY, -LYING, -S] 

SUPINATE AEINPSTU to turn so that palm is facing upward [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SUPPLANT ALNPPSTU to take place of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUPPLIED DEILPPSU SUPPLY, to furnish with what is needed [v] 

SUPPLIES EILPPSSU SUPPLY, to furnish with what is needed [v] 

SUPPLING GILNPPSU SUPPLE, to make supple [v] 

SUPPORTS OPPRSSTU SUPPORT, to hold up or add strength to [v] 

SUPPOSED DEOPPSSU SUPPOSE, to assume to be true [v] 
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SUPPOSES EOPPSSSU SUPPOSE, to assume to be true [v] 

SUPPRESS EPPRSSSU to put end to forcibly [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SURCEASE ACEERSSU to cease (to stop (to discontinue progress or motion of)) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SURFACED ACDEFRSU SURFACE, to apply outer layer to [v] 

SURFACES ACEFRSSU SURFACE, to apply outer layer to [v] 

SURFEITS EFIRSSTU SURFEIT, to supply to excess [v] 

SURMISED DEIMRSSU SURMISE, to infer with little evidence [v] 

SURMISES EIMRSSSU SURMISE, to infer with little evidence [v] 

SURMOUNT MNORSTUU to get over or across [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SURNAMED ADEMNRSU SURNAME, to give family name to [v] 

SURNAMES AEMNRSSU SURNAME, to give family name to [v] 

SURPRINT INPRRSTU to print over something already printed [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SURPRISE EIPRRSSU to come upon unexpectedly [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SURPRIZE EIPRRSUZ to surprise (to come upon unexpectedly) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

SURROUND DNORRSUU to extend completely around [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SURTAXED ADERSTUX SURTAX, to assess with extra tax [v] 

SURTAXES AERSSTUX SURTAX, to assess with extra tax [v] 

SURVEILS EILRSSUV SURVEIL, to watch closely [v] 

SURVEYED DEERSUVY SURVEY, to determine boundaries, area, or elevations of by measuring angles and distances [v] 

SURVIVED DEIRSUVV SURVIVE, to remain in existence [v] 

SURVIVES EIRSSUVV SURVIVE, to remain in existence [v] 

SUSPECTS CEPSSSTU SUSPECT, to think guilty on slight evidence [v] 

SUSPENDS DENPSSSU SUSPEND, to cause to stop for period [v] 

SUSPIRED DEIPRSSU SUSPIRE, to sigh (to let out sigh (deep, audible breath)) [v] 

SUSPIRES EIPRSSSU SUSPIRE, to sigh (to let out sigh (deep, audible breath)) [v] 

SUSTAINS AINSSSTU SUSTAIN, to maintain by providing with food and drink [v] 

SUTURING GINRSTUU SUTURE, to unite by sewing [v] 

SWABBING ABBGINSW SWAB, to clean with large mop [v] 

SWADDLED ADDDELSW SWADDLE, to wrap in bandages [v] 

SWADDLES ADDELSSW SWADDLE, to wrap in bandages [v] 

SWAGGERS AEGGRSSW SWAGGER, to walk with pompous air [v] 

SWAGGING AGGGINSW SWAG, to sway (to move slowly back and forth) [v] 

SWALLOWS ALLOSSWW SWALLOW, to take through mouth and esophagus into stomach [v] 

SWAMPING AGIMNPSW SWAMP, to inundate (to overwhelm with water) [v] 

SWANKING AGIKNNSW SWANK, to swagger (to walk with pompous air) [v] 

SWANNING AGINNNSW SWAN, to swear (to utter solemn oath) [v] 

SWAPPING AGINPPSW SWAP, to trade (to give in exchange for another commodity) [v] 

SWARDING ADGINRSW SWARD, to cover with turf [v] 

SWARMING AGIMNRSW SWARM, to move in large group [v] 

SWASHING AGHINSSW SWASH, to swagger (to walk with pompous air) [v] 

SWATHING AGHINSTW SWATHE, to wrap in bandages [v] 

SWATTING AGINSTTW SWAT, to hit sharply [v] 

SWEARING AEGINRSW SWEAR, to utter solemn oath [v] 

SWEATING AEGINSTW SWEAT, to perspire (to give off moisture through pores of skin) [v] 

SWEEPING EEGINPSW SWEEP, to clear or clean with brush or broom [v] 

SWEETENS EEENSSTW SWEETEN, to make sweet [v] 
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SWELLING EGILLNSW SWELL, to increase in size or volume [v] 

SWELTERS EELRSSTW SWELTER, to suffer from oppressive heat [v] 

SWERVING EGINRSVW SWERVE, to turn aside suddenly from straight course [v] 

SWIGGING GGGIINSW SWIG, to drink deeply or rapidly [v] 

SWILLING GIILLNSW SWILL, to swig (to drink deeply or rapidly) [v] 

SWIMMING GIIMMNSW SWIM, to propel oneself in water by natural means [v] 

SWINDLED DDEILNSW SWINDLE, to take money or property from by fraudulent means [v] 

SWINDLES DEILNSSW SWINDLE, to take money or property from by fraudulent means [v] 

SWINGING GGIINNSW SWING, to move freely back and forth [v] 

SWINGLED DEGILNSW SWINGLE, to scutch (to separate woody fiber from by beating) [v] 

SWINGLES EGILNSSW SWINGLE, to scutch (to separate woody fiber from by beating) [v] 

SWINKING GIIKNNSW SWINK, to toil (to work strenuously) [v] 

SWIRLING GIILNRSW SWIRL, to move with whirling motion [v] 

SWISHING GHIINSSW SWISH, to move with prolonged hissing sound [v] 

SWITCHED CDEHISTW SWITCH, to beat with flexible rod [v] 

SWITCHES CEHISSTW SWITCH, to beat with flexible rod [v] 

SWITHERS EHIRSSTW SWITHER, to doubt (to be uncertain about) [v] 

SWIVELED DEEILSVW SWIVEL, to turn on pivoted support [v] 

SWIZZLED DEILSWZZ SWIZZLE, to drink excessively [v] 

SWIZZLES EILSSWZZ SWIZZLE, to drink excessively [v] 

SWOBBING BBGINOSW SWOB, to swab (to clean with large mop) [v] 

SWOONING GINNOOSW SWOON, to faint (to lose consciousness) [v] 

SWOOPING GINOOPSW SWOOP, to make sudden descent [v] 

SWOOSHED DEHOOSSW SWOOSH, to move with rustling sound [v] 

SWOOSHES EHOOSSSW SWOOSH, to move with rustling sound [v] 

SWOPPING GINOPPSW SWOP, to swap (to trade (to give in exchange for another commodity)) [v] 

SWOTTING GINOSTTW SWOT, to swat (to hit sharply) [v] 

SWOUNDED DDENOSUW SWOUND, to swoon (to faint (to lose consciousness)) [v] 

SWOUNING GINNOSUW SWOUN, to swoon (to faint (to lose consciousness)) [v] 

SYLLABLE ABELLLSY to pronounce syllables (units of spoken language) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SYMBOLED BDELMOSY SYMBOL, to serve as symbol (representation) of [v] 

SYNAPSED ADENPSSY SYNAPSE, to come together in synapsis [v] 

SYNAPSES AENPSSSY SYNAPSE, to come together in synapsis [v] 

SYNCHING CGHINNSY SYNCH, to sync (to cause to operate in unison) [v] 

SYPHERED DEEHPRSY SYPHER, to overlap so as to make even surface, as beveled plank edges [v] 

SYPHONED DEHNOPSY SYPHON, to siphon (to draw off through siphon (type of tube)) [v] 

SYRINGED DEGINRSY SYRINGE, to cleanse or treat with injected fluid [v] 

SYRINGES EGINRSSY SYRINGE, to cleanse or treat with injected fluid [v] 

SYRUPING GINPRSUY SYRUP, to sweeten with thick sweet liquid [v] 

 


